The first cow in America arrived in Jamestown in 1611.

A 1,000 pound steer will provide about 430 pounds of edible meat.

Females from all cattle breeds produce milk and meat. Some cattle are better at giving milk, and some are better at providing meat.

Milk comes from a cow’s udder. It is produced after the cow gives birth to her first calf - primarily as food for the calf.

People who raise beef cattle usually have one bull for every 25 cows.

The beef industry generates more income than any other agricultural enterprise in our state.

Beef is consumed 70 million times daily across America. Each year Americans consume 25 billion hamburgers.

More than 100 medicines used by humans come from cattle.

Beef products are used in the production of linoleum flooring, insulation and wallpaper.

The hamburger meat we buy in the store is usually made from the less tender and less popular cuts of beef.
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